
LA CAPELLE - 16 July 

Race 1 

1. FALCON DU VIVIER - Two lower grade wins prior to a below par effort at 
Les Andely. Two from two over this distance and has an excellent record 
without shoes. Key player. 

2. FESTIN D'HAUFOR - Well beaten on three starts since resuming and 
struggles to find the finish. Others preferred.  

3. EXOTIC JET - Two good runs in class D events including when runner up at 
Vincennes last month. Key contender down in standard.  

4. DEFI - Scored in a claimer at a country track prior to being well beaten at this 
venue. More needed.  

5. ETOILE DES BROUETS - Found the frame in her last five outings. Each way 
player.  

6. FAMOUS LAST WORDS - Mixed form of late but is capable of running in 
this grade as was the case when second at Vincennes two back. One to note.  

7. DIQUEM - 1.25L second in a lower grade walk up at Strasbourg just over a 
month ago. Frame contender.  

8. ECLAIR DE BABEL - Midfield on his last two outings and yet to convince 
without shoes. Others preferred. 

9. FISTON D'HAUFOR - Well beaten last start but has a good record without 
shoes. May show more on stable debut.  

Summary 

EXOTIC JET (3) produced two good runs in class D events recently including 
when second at Vincennes last month. Leading chance down in standard. 
FALCON DU VIVIER (1) scored twice in lower grades prior to a below par effort 
at Les Andely. Unbeaten in two starts over this distance and maintains an 
excellent record without shoes. Strong claims. FAMOUS LAST WORDS (6) is 
capable of going well in this grade. Dangerous to discount. ETOILE DES 
BROUETS (5) placed on her past five starts. Can make the frame. 

Selections 

EXOTIC JET (3) - FALCON DU VIVIER (1) - FAMOUS LAST WORDS (6) - 
ETOILE DES BROUETS (5)  



Race 2 

1. ISTRIA - Placed in this grade on her last two starts but yet to convince behind 
the mobile. Frame claims.  

2. IVANA GRIFF - Fifth in a class E two back but not so good in the same grade 
from behind the mobile recently. Place contender if progressing.  

3. IDYLLE DES BERTHES - DQ in five of her ten career starts. Risks attached.  

4. IN LOVE GEDE - 2L fourth in a class E walk up at Laval four weeks ago. 
Shortlisted on mobile debut.  

5. INSOLITE EFBE - Two places in five career starts and remains unexposed 
from behind the mobile. Place contender.  

6. INNEE DU RIL - 0.25L success in a class E walk up at Reims just under four 
weeks ago. Shortlisted on stable and mobile debut.  

7. IXIA WIND - 4L sixth in a class F mobile event at Lisieux eight days ago. 
Frame contender.  

8. IBIZA DRY - Yet to trouble the judge in three mobile starts. Others preferred.  

9. IBIZA DU CHERISAY - Sole career placing from seven starts came when 
1.75L third on the grass at Sable-sur-Sarthe recently. Market check on mobile 
debut.  

10. ILARITA MAG - Narrow second in a class F walk up either side of a pair of 
DQs. Not dismissed on autostart debut.  

11. IRIS HEUVELLAND - Two fair runs from behind the mobile at this level. 
Unexposed and holds each way claims on stable debut.  

12. IMAGE DE BRY - Narrowly denied in this grade on debut and was running 
well when DQ late at Reims. Key player on first mobile start.  

13. IRONIE DU BAS BOSQ - 1.75L second in a class F walk up at Nancy 
nineteen days ago. Shortlisted now behind the mobile.  

14. ISERIA DE PLAY - Well held on both starts from behind the mobile but 
dangerous on her second at Rambouillet two back.  

15. I FEEL PRETTY - 6.25L fifth in a class E mobile event over course and 
distance twenty days ago. Notable runner.  

16. IDEE MELOC - Sole placing came when 1.75L third in a class F walk up at 
Laon. Needs to replicate.  



Summary 

IMAGE DE BRY (12) was narrowly denied in this grade on debut. Was running 

well when DQ late at Reims and is a leading chance on mobile debut. I FEEL 

PRETTY (15) produced a 6.25L fifth in a class E mobile event over course and 

distance. Strong claims eased in standard. INNEE DU RIL (6) scored by 0.25L 

in a grade E walk up at Reims just under four weeks ago. Open to improvement 

on stable and mobile debut. IRONIE DU BAS BOSQ (13) is one to note with 

more to come. 

Selections 

IMAGE DE BRY (12) - I FEEL PRETTY (15) - INNEE DU RIL (6) - IRONIE 

DU BAS BOSQ (13)  



Race 3 

1. HARMONIE CARNOIS - 17L fifth on autostart debut in this grade three back. 
May improve. 

2. HEROINE LILY - Got off the mark on third autostart attempt at Laon last 
month. Not guaranteed to follow up given overall profile. 

3. HOCANA TER BLEKTE - 4.5L seventh in this grade two back at Le Croise-
Laroche. More needed. 

4. HAKUNA MATATA - Failed to complete on autostart debut three starts ago. 
Prefer to watch. 

5. HOLLY D'ARDENNES - Failed to complete in this shoeing combination for 
the first time last month. Others preferred. 

6. HEURASIE DE PHYT'S - One placing from four autostarts to date. Could 
reach the frame with the right run. 

7. HARPIE IRIS'EYES - Unplaced in both autostarts thus far. Improvement 
required. 

8. HELMA D'OCQUE - Solid 3L fourth on autostart debut at Le Croise-Laroche 
four back. Could go well. 

9. HELESTINE - Midfield in both autostarts since resuming. Something to find 
with the principles. 

10. HEROINE D'AGEN - Yet to reach the placings in four autostarts. Hard to 
enthuse. 

11. HAPPY DU PARC - Improved 3.25L fourth in second autostart in this grade 
at Laon. Key player without shoes for the first time. 

12. HAVANE MENCOURT - Improved 0.25L runner up in this company at  Laon 
last month. Top chance if replicating. 

13. HOLDING HAUFOR - Fair sixth debuting in this grade at Laon. 
Improvement within reach. 

14. HISTOIRE DE COEUR - Breakthrough success in a weaker grass walk up 
twelve days ago. Consider. 

15. HARTEMISE - Best form from four runs to date came on this surface. Could 
find a placing at attractive odds. 

16. HIMALAYA D'ALCI - Improved 3.5L third at this level fourth up. Another 
placed opportunity. 



Summary 

HAVANE MENCOURT (12) is expected to measure up after an improved 0.25L 

second in this grade at Laon last month. Top chance if replicating. HAPPY DU 

PARC (11) showed improvement in this grade at Laon. Warrants respect 

without shoes for the first time. Among the frame chances is HOLDING 

HAUFOR (13) after a fair sixth on debut. May progress. HISTOIRE DE COEUR 

(14) could reach the placings after a breakthrough grass victory. Not to be ruled 

out. 

Selections 

HAVANE MENCOURT (12) - HAPPY DU PARC (11) - HOLDING HAUFOR 

(13) - HISTOIRE DE COEUR (14)  



Race 4 

1. HAMILTON SPORT - 5L second in a grass claiming walk up last month. 
Improvement needed at this higher level. 

2. HALLUCINANT - Failed to complete in a stronger grass walk up twelves 
days ago. Consider on autostart debut with good previous form. 

3. HURRICANE OF LOVE - Held seventh in this company on grass last month. 
More needed back on this surface. 

4. HELIER - Four consecutive walk up placings since resuming. Among the 
frame candidates. 

5. HAXOS DE DIGEON - Forgive a DQ 89 days ago with winning autostart form 
here previously. Go well. 

6. HAMBLE CROWN - Beaten a long way at Le Croise-Laroche prior to a break. 
Solid claims on earlier winning autostart form at this level. 

7. HARIBO DES BROUETS - Unplaced in four autostarts thus far. Others more 
persuasive. 

8. HEROS DE BANVILLE - Good 3L third on autostart debut at Laon. Player 
without rear shoes. 

9. HELLO DE TILLARD - Poor form in all eight runs to date. Ignored. 

10. HASHTAG CHAMANT - Progress halted with a non-completion at Reims 
third up. Could improve without shoes for the first time. 

11. HASTIG VASTERBO - Breakthrough victory racing barefoot at Le Mans in 
this class. Top chance. 

12. HONNEUR DE BRY - A pair of DQs following a nose success in this grade 
three starts ago. Contender if able to complete. 

13. HECTOR DE CORDAY - Midfield on sole autostart at Laon nineteen days 
ago. May improve. 

14. HAMBO DE VIETTE - Improved 3.25L fourth in a similar autostart last 
month. Place appeal. 

15. HOLD UP NOCTURNE - Good 1.75L fourth prior to a DQ in previous pair 
of autostarts. Not entirely dismissed. 

16. HORUS DES DUNES - 6L fifth in this grade of walk up last month. More 
needed in second autostart. 



Summary 

HAXOS DE DIGEON (5) is worth forgiving a DQ latest. Top claims with previous 

winning autostart form at this venue reading well. HELIER (4) arrives in 

excellent placed form managing fourth consecutive frame visit since resuming. 

Leading hope. HASTIG VASTERBO (11) made dramatic progress with a first 

success at Le Man without shoes. Can find further progress. HALLUCINANT 

(2) holds appeal with strong driven form prior to a DQ. Do not dismiss. 

Selections 

HAXOS DE DIGEON (5) - HELIER (4) - HASTIG VASTERBO (11) - 

HALLUCINANT (2)  



Race 5 

1. FAKIR VICTORY - 15L third at Nancy last start. Progress required.  

2. EZECHIAS - Shaped well on recent starts. Remains a long-standing maiden 
however so a place may prove best. 

3. FELICITA MARIE - Won five starts ago but not at same level since. Needs 
to improve again.  

4. DAISYMONEY RINGEAT - Third in a lower grade driven event at Montier-
en-Der two back. Frame claims in a mounted contest.  

5. DREAM SPEED - Struggled last campaign and will need to resume in much 
better form.  

6. FOLLOW JOSSELYN - DQ on reappearance. Upped in grade and happy to 
oppose at this level.  

7. ETOILE DE BEAUMEE - Impressed when 2.25L winner at Graignes 
recently. Chance in the same grade.  

8. FANGIO DE CREPIN - Won twice and placed twice from last four starts. 
Thriving at present and remains in suitable grade. Major player.  

9. DRUGSTORE - Resumes after lengthy absence. Market check can guide on 
return. 

10. DANCER FOR MONEY - 4.75L victory at Vincennes in what looked like a 
stronger race. Hard to beat if performing similarly.  

11. DUO DES BOIS - Form of win at Toulouse two starts ago reads strongly 
but disappointing either side of that. Threat to all on best.  

Summary 

DANCER FOR MONEY (10) won a much stronger race than this impressively 
last time. Rates highly and will prove hard to beat. FANGIO DE CREPIN (8) 
has won twice and placed twice from the past four starts. Thriving at present 
and looks a solid chance. ETOILE DE BEAUMEE (7) was a 2.25L winner latest. 
Big chance of going back to back. DUO DES BOIS (11) rates highly on best but 
is not always consistent. Potential threat to all. 

Selections 

DANCER FOR MONEY (10) - FANGIO DE CREPIN (8) - ETOILE DE 
BEAUMEE (7) - DUO DES BOIS (11)  



Race 6 

1. GNAQUE - DQ on last two starts and best watched following that.  

2. GELINOTTE DAIRPET - String of modest efforts and best watched.  

3. GIPSY DE CHAMANT - Won here three starts ago but disappointing in two 

runs since. Return here suits however and a potential threat to all. 

4. GRAPPA DE BRY - Well beaten on reappearance and happy to oppose 

following that.  

5. GLORIA DE BANVILLE - Won four starts ago but only modest performances 

since. Needs to improve again.  

6. GIPSY QUEEN - Won three starts ago and placed both runs since. Clearly 

thriving at present and can progress further yet. Keep safe. 

7. GODINE DE VALFORG - No better than midfield so far this campaign and 

needs to improve further yet.  

8. GOPTION MONTAVAL - Three consecutive DQ and best watched following 

that.  

9. GOLDEN TULIPE - Surprise nose victor over track and trip twenty days ago. 

Strong claims if replicating.  

10. GRACE DES RIOULTS - Nose winner at Montier-en-Den when last seen. 

This is tougher but may improve again. Each way chance.  

11. GENTILLE HOLLANDIA - 1.25L second behind re-opposing Gingirella. 

Work to do to reverse that form but do not entirely rule out.  

12. GINGIRELLA - Made all for 1.25L success in this grade at Chartres. Easy 

to fancy without shoes.  

13. GAYA DE GESVRES - Been struggling so far this campaign but has good 

record at this track. Return here may spark progression.  

14. GUSTAVIA - Placed on both starts since resuming. May progress with 

shoes removed. Big chance.  

15. GEISHA DU PONCELET - Far from disgraced when 3L sixth at Vincennes 

second up. Eased in grade following that and should do better. Each way 

player.  



Summary 

GIPSY QUEEN (6) is thriving this campaign. Won three starts back and placed 

on two runs since. Key player upped in grade. GUSTAVIA (14) placed on both 

starts since resuming. May progress with shoes removed. Big chance. 

GOLDEN TULIPE (9) scored over track and trip last time. Respected in this 

similar contest. GEISHA DU PONCELET (15) ran with credit second up at 

Vincennes and is eased in grade. Each way player. 

Selections 

GIPSY QUEEN (6) - GUSTAVIA (14) - GOLDEN TULIPE (9) - GEISHA DU 

PONCELET (15)  



Race 7 

1. ELOANNE - DQ in a lower class at Moulins recently. Dropping in class and 
may improve.  

2. EMPEREUR DE REUX - Sixth beaten 5.25L at Cabourg in a higher class. 
Down in grade and can feature.  

3. EASY AND NICE ER - Well beaten on last two outings and easily dismissed.  

4. EN VIKING - Well beaten latest at Strasbourg with shoes on but was tenth 
the time before only beaten 4.5L in a higher class. Interesting with shoes 
coming off.  

5. EARL CHICK - Fourth two starts back in a higher class at Cherbourg beaten 
1.75L. DQ latest but can improve.  

6. EFARO - Second beaten 1.75L in a higher class at Le Croise Laroche. 
Winner has won since and looks to have big claims.  

7. EVEREST DE BLARY - Shown little in last four outings and easily dismissed.  

8. ELISIO VICTORY - Fifth beaten 4.25L at Lisieux in a higher class. Consistent 
and can go well.  

9. EL MAGNIFICO - Third after a spell at Strasbourg beaten 3.5L. Now barefoot 
and should not be far away. 

10. EVA DU CAMPDOS - Sixth beaten 4.5L at a provincial venue in this class. 
Likely to need more.  

11. ELAURIC DE CAREL - Third beaten 0.75L at Vichy in a higher class in 
June. Going well at present.  

12. ECHO DARLING - Back-to-back DQ and not an obvious winner.  

Summary 

EFARO (6) was runner-up beaten 1.75L behind a subsequent winner in a 
higher class recently at Le Croise Laroche. Top claims. EN VIKING (4) finished 
well beaten with shoes on. Only missed by 4.5L prior before racing barefoot 
and is set to improve now shoes are back off again. ELAURIC DE CAREL (11) 
managed third beaten 0.75L at Vichy in a higher class. Consistent and will go 
well once more. EL MAGNIFICO (9) placed at Strasbourg after a break and can 
improve again. 

Selections 

EFARO (6) - EN VIKING (4) - ELAURIC DE CAREL (11) - EL MAGNIFICO 
(9)  



Race 8 

1. DIEGO DES ROIS - DQ in this class recently and best watched.  

2. DOCK AMERICAIN - Won by 1.75L at Graignes eight days ago in this class. 
Going well and can go close.  

3. ERWOOD D'ECAJEUL - Seventh beaten 12L at Vincennes in a higher class. 
May improve down in grade.  

4. DELTA DE LA VALLEE - Sixth beaten 8.25L at Clairefontaine on the grass. 
Consistent without winning.  

5. DREAM DU RABUTIN - Third beaten 1.25L at La Capelle in a lower class. 
Needs more.  

6. DICO MONA - Third beaten 2.5L at Vichy in this class after racing close to 
the pace. Not ruled out.  

7. DECLIC CHALEONNAIS - Winner two starts back in a higher class by 0.25L. 
DQ latest down in class but could bounce back.  

8. CADOR DE BABEL - Dropping down in class after a string of moderate 
efforts. Passed over.  

9. EASY MAZA - Runner-up beaten 0.75L in a claimer at Enghien. More 
needed.  

10. ENZO SLIPPER - Second beaten 3.25L at Laon in a higher class. Not ruled 
out.  

11. DOLAVIS - Third beaten 1.25L at a country track in a higher class. One to 
note down in standard.  

12. DUC LEBEL - Sixth beaten 5.25L in this class at Graignes recently. Place 
claims.  

Summary 

DOCK AMERICAIN (2) won at Graignes recently in this class. Unexposed 
barefoot and could win again. DECLIC CHALEONNAIS (7) was a winner two 
starts back at Graignes tackling a higher level. DQ latest and may bounce back. 
DICO MONA (6) raced on the pace at Vichy when third beaten 2.5L in this 
grade. More than capable of going well. DOLAVIS (11) managed third in a 
higher standard at a country track. Well worth a try in this suitable event. 

Selections 

DOCK AMERICAIN (2) - DECLIC CHALEONNAIS (7) - DICO MONA (6) - 
DOLAVIS (11) 

 


